INTERDEPARTMENTAL INTERACTION ON PROVIDING BIOLOGICAL SAFETY ON TATARSTAN REPUBLIC TERRITORY DURING PREPARATIONS FOR 2017 FIFA CONFEDERATIONS CUP IN KAZAN
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Infectious agents collections used in practical work are to be securely protected as they can cause infections among people and animals; they are potential biological terrorism objects including periods when mass sport, political, or cultural events take place in the country. It made our research truly vital. Our research goal was to analyze an interdepartmental workgroup functioning aimed at inspecting objects located on areas where 2017 FIFA Confederations Cup and 2018 FIFA World Championship were to take place. This workgroup had to deal with biological substances, biological and microbiological organisms and infectious agents from II–IV pathogenicity groups. Its basic task was to minimize biological hazards during work with pathogenic biological agents. The research involved examination of legal documents (including international ones) which regulated biological safety requirements for work with pathogenic biological agents; consideration of joint work with the RF Federal Security Service, Tatarstan Regional Office, Tatarstan Anti-Terrorism Commission for providing anti-terroristic protection of organizations dealing with infectious agents, including those common for people and animals, on the example of Rospotrebnadzor Regional Office in Tatarstan; analysis of work performed by the interdepartmental workgroup.

It is shown that efficient interdepartmental interaction allowed to provide biological safety in Kazan and on adjoining territories, to prevent pathogen entering the environment and possibility to use pathogenic biological agents as biological terrorism objects during preparation for 2017 FIFA Confederation Cup and the event itself.
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Rospotrebnadzor Regional Office in Tatarstan (hereinafter called "The Office") is to control biological safety provision in the Republic of Tatarstan. Newly developed organizational procedures implemented in an interdepartmental workgroup functioning allowed to provide biological safety during preparations to 2017 FIFA Confederation Cup in Kazan and during the event.

In accordance with the federal legislation on obligatory licensing of specific activ-
all the activities performed in closed systems in the sphere where agents of human and animals infectious diseases (excluding those activities which are performed in the medical sphere) and genetically modified organisms with III and IV potential hazard categories are applied are to be licensed. Such activities can cause a situation when there is a violation of citizens' rights, legitimate interests, lives or health, or there can be a damage to the environment, the defense and safety of the state. Starting from 1996 Rospotrebnadzor bears the full responsibility for the state regulation of licensing activities in the sphere where agents of human and animals infectious diseases are applied.

The state system for providing biological safety is an essential component in the RF national security system. It is a set of organizational and technical procedures aimed at preventing damage and providing protection of an individual, the society in general, and the state itself from potential and actual biological hazards. The latter can appear as a natural or deliberate lesion with such biological agents as bacteria, viruses, fungi, protozoa, or their toxins. Collections of human and animals infectious diseases agents are regularly applied in practical work. Such collections are potential objects for biological terrorism and their protection is an essential part of the state policy aimed at providing sanitary-epidemiologic safety [1].

Anna Yu. Popova, the RF Chief Sanitary Inspector and the Head of Rospotrebnadzor, has repeatedly stressed the importance of the issue; she has reminded that there are events which usually cause biological risks. Such events are natural disasters during which biological pathogens transfer paths become extremely active; emergencies at potentially hazardous biological objects; biological terrorism acts; uncontrolled spread of genetically modified microorganisms; mass production and sales of genetically modified food products and agricultural products; development of biological weapons belonging to a new generation [2].

Moreover, there are situations when a pathogenic biological agent has been deliberately applied. The latest event of the kind was registered in the USA in 2015 when alive anthrax cultures were sent from a biological laboratory of the US Defense Ministry to dozens various organizations, including those located in 9 foreign countries in Europe and Asia [3].

International scientific society has developed a unified approach to providing
public and individual safety during work with pathogens [4, 5], and a guidance on biological protection of laboratories [6, 7]; there are standards for managing laboratory biological risks [1, 8–10].

In December 2017 the member states of the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention held a meeting in Geneva; they adopted a work program for 2018-2020 aimed at reducing risks for biological safety caused by a threat when bacteriological (biological) agents or toxins could be used as a weapon. The program includes the following basic subject: monitoring over scientific research in the biological sphere which could potentially have double application [11].

In 2008 new sanitary rules fixed the requirements to work with microorganisms from III – IV pathogenicity groups2; in 2013 the same was done for microorganisms from I - II pathogenicity groups3, and it made all the requirements to providing individual and public safety and environmental protection during work with pathogenic biological agents more strict.

Research goals and tasks. To analyze work done by the interdepartmental workgroup which was created to provide safe work with pathogenic biological agents (PBA). This team examined objects located on territories where 2017 FIFA Confederation Cup and 2018 FIFA World Championship were to take place. The objects under surveillance were those working with biological substances, biological and microbiological organisms, and infectious diseases agents from II-IV pathogenicity groups.

Data and methods. We examined legal documents, including international ones, which set forth the requirements to biological safety during work with PBA; considered how cooperation with RF Federal Security Service, Tatarstan Regional Office and Tatarstan Anti-Terrorism Commission was organized, its goals being to provide anti-terroristic safety of organizations dealing with infectious agents, including those common for people and animals on the example of Rospotrebnadzor Regional Office in Tatarstan; analyzed work performed by the interdepartmental workgroup.

Results and discussion. Safety precautions aimed at enhancing anti-terrorist protection and providing biological safety were adopted by The Office during preparation to 2017 FIFA Confederation Cup and the event itself.

In order to prevent biological terrorism, to enhance anti-terrorist protection, and to provide biological safety during 2018 FIFA World Championship, on December 24, 2015 the Head of the RF Federal Security Service, Tatarstan Regional Office major-general D.G. Khamitov [12] approved on the Register of industrial and infrastructural objects (hereinafter called "The Register") (critically essential, potentially hazardous and hazardous ones) located on territories where 2017 FIFA Confederation Cup and 2018 FIFA World Championship were to take place. Should such objects be put out of action (as a result of a subversive-terroristic act, or an emergency), it would threaten safety during these events (Figure1).

The Register was updated on the initiative of The Office by the EMERCOM of Russia, Tatarstan Regional Office (the RF Ministry on civil defense, emergencies, and elimination of natural disasters consequences). The Register included 40 laboratories (16 medical organizations, 9 communal objects, 7 food industry enterprises, 3 veterinary clinics, 3 industrial enterprises, and 2 scientific and educational institutions).
The Office drew up a map of Kazan city with adjoining territories; the map showed location of economic entities which dealt with biological substances, biological and microbiological organisms, and with infectious diseases agents from II – IV pathogenicity groups; it also showed sport objects where events of FIFA 2018 World Championship were to take place.

In November-December 2016 all the economic entities updated their documents which confirmed safety of a biologically hazardous object; their duplicates were sent to The Office [13].

In 2016 The Office sent 5 information letters to the Tatarstan Public healthcare Ministry stating that 4 medical organizations had problems in providing biological safety in their laboratories.

In the first half year 2017 the Tatarstan Public Healthcare Ministry, the Chief Veterinary Office at the Tatarstan Cabinet, and the Office held several meeting with heads and laboratory specialists from those economic entities which dealt with biological substances and infectious diseases agents; the meetings were organized to discuss issues related to providing biological safety and anti-terrorist protection of biologically hazardous objects.

The Tatarstan Minister for civil defense and emergencies (the Head of the EMERCOM of Russia, Regional Tatarstan Office) was sent some propositions to be included into a draft regulation by the Tatarstan Cabinet "on organizing radiation, chemical, and biological protection and control during preparations to FIFA 2017 Confederation Cup and the event itself in Kazan" [12].

In 2017 40 letters were sent to economic entities stating that they should implement additional measures on anti-terrorist protection. All the juridical persons had to confirm that they followed all the requirements to biological safety when dealing with pathogens providing this information to The Office (Figure 2).

The Office experts were members of the interdepartmental workgroup organized to examine objects located on territories where the FIFA 2017 Confederation Cup
and the FIFA 2018 world Championship (IWG for short). They inspected 29 juridi-
cal persons from October 2016 to May 2017 and controlled biological safety pro-
vision during work with pathogenic biological agents2,3 [14, 15] (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Activities performed by The Office during preparations to the FIFA 2017 Confederation Cup and the event itself.

Figure 3. The Office experts activities in the interdepartmental workgroup.
As per inspections results 18 letters with information on violations detected during them were sent to the Head of the interdepartmental operating authority responsible for providing safety during the FIFA 2017 Confederation Cup and the FIFA 2018 World Championship events, to the Head of RF Federal Security Service, Tatarstan Regional Office, and to the Head of Tatarstan Anti-Terrorist Commission.

The RF Federals Security Service, Tatarstan Regional office, held 8 meetings where representatives of economic entities made their reports; the representatives were given strict orders to eliminate violations of biological safety requirements.

The IWG made a decision on its final meeting to stop work with biological substances, biological and microbiological organisms, and with infectious diseases agents in laboratories at 5 economic entities.

In order to provide execution of the RF Governmental Order issued on June 09, 2017 No. 689 "On certain measures aimed at implementing The RF President Order signed on may 09, 2017 No. 202 "On peculiarities of taking on enhanced safety precautions during the FIFA 2017 Confederation Cup and the FIFA 2018 World Championship in the Russian Federation" [16], the following measures were implemented concerning 40 juridical persons included in the Register (Figure 4):

- 13 economic entities sent their reasoned propositions justifying their inability to temporarily stop their work
- 11 juridical persons stopped their work with infectious diseases agents
- 16 medical organizations were excluded from hazardous objects list
- 3 out of them stopped work at their laboratories on those days when matches were held
- The IWG made a decision to stop laboratory activities at 3 medical organizations

Figure 4. Execution of the RF Governmental Order issued on June 09, 2017 No. 689.
-13 economic entities sent their reasoned proposition to The Office and The Tatarstan Industry and Trade Ministry justifying their inability to temporarily stop their work with biological substances as such work was closely connected with surveillance and laboratory control over the environment, food products and water supply safety, and infectious diseases diagnostics among participants and visitors of the FIFA 2017 Confederation Cup. But at the same time 3 out of them made a break in their work on those days when matches were held;

-11 juridical persons stopped their work with infectious diseases agents for the whole period of the FIFA 2017 Confederation Cup;

16 medical organizations were excluded from the list of hazardous objects approved by the RF Governmental Order dated June 09, 2017, No. 689. However, as the IWG detected violations of biological safety requirements, laboratory activities at 3 medical organizations were prohibited by its decision for the period when the FIFA 2017 Confederation Cup took place, namely, from June 12, 2017 to July 12, 2017.

**Conclusions.** Efficient interdepartmental interaction aimed at providing biological safety during preparation to the FIFA 2017 Confederation Cup and the event itself allowed to prevent pathogens entering the environment or possible PBA application as biological terrorism objects.
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